1

~:he

px·oblem of the £ormation of spectral lines is essen-

tially tha problem •::;Jf deducing the propert.ies of tha atmos-

llhere by calcu.l<;<.tin.g ·the li.no contour and comparing it
with our obse1·vations of the streugth fl..nd shape of t.he
spectral line. To obtain tha

th~1o:cetical lin~

contour we

have to form thtll equation of transfer on the basis of

tlleOI'etica.l considerations and to solv·3 it by sorne suitable
methods. It was

I~ddington

who first introduced the idea

of noncoherent scat terirlg to explain the observed central

core of strong Fraurihofer lines. Houtgast used this novel
idea to explain. tl1e center-.limb va.J."iation- of the. :line
int~ensi.ties

r:rf along the sola:r disc. After Houtga.st ,a good

number of worlwrs (e.g .. .:Bpitzer,L )

inv~Hatigated

the ph.y-

sical problems behind the non coherent scattering of rac:i-

ation while others engaged themselves in the mathematical
problems of solving the nonco11erent r!iquatio:n of transfer.
(e<»g. Busbridge 9 I.tv. ; Stibbs,D.W..,N. ; Sobolev,v., v.

.t

Savedof'f,MoPo ; r1iinch,Go ; Ueno 9 S. ; Niyamoto,B,)

In some forms of intggral representations of the residual intensity the H-functions often
appear within the integral sign.

)'J.'l

suoh cases it .is

advantageous to have a good approximate form for the M
H-fUnetion in a sufficiently simple form so that a single
direct

inte(~ration

may give a.•1'l appreciably g;:;od result

from practical point of vie'\v. This difficulty was faced
while \<tor1d.ng

2

( 2)

with the solution of Busbridge and .Stibbs

for inter-

·locked znultipl.ets and. the difficulty became all th0 more
acute· t4hen tre tried to find the res.idual. intensities of
triplets. 'l.'herefore, before undertaldng the problem of

tr.iplet

calculati~n

tie a~arched

for: an approp:t.ate approx-

ximate form for the H-functiono Sobolev's approximate form

proved to be inadequate for our purpose and ve have boen
able to construet approximate forms for theaJ!Rlibd::GK
H-fWlction which are proved to be quite sui tabl(i! for tho

problems. Ut'lder consideration. The approximate forms involve
some parameters which have been determined by a complex
process of curve-fittings based on some

~,naljtical

pro-

perties of n-function. One of these approximate forms of
H-function has bec1n $Ucceslly used to construct numerical
Tabl(:;s of H-funotion(corree-t upto five places of decimals)
corresponding

to

in the range 0 '

the fractional values of the albedo w
w. ~ 0.5

• Beyond this

ran~;:e
-

any of the

three forms can be used to get values of R-.f'unction cor:cect

upto third decimal places.
The equation of transfer for the interlocked multi-

plets bas been solved by applying Sobolev•s probabilistic
method. The solution can be
.

r~duead.

.

to the .same form as
(2)

thnt obtained by Busbridge and Stibbs •
Mg b

lillHS

so~ution

0

The contpur- of

t1as baen calculated on the basis of this e;t1o:lct

and.

a~so

on the basis of the sol.ution

by considering the scattering to be

obta~ned.

coherent for each

member of the triplet. The results so obtained show that

the theoretical-contours for the case of interlocking

3

wJ.thout redistribution and. for the case of coherent s.oa-

ttering exhibit very little differaneeo
In developing the theor;r of nonco11.erent scatter-

ing to explain the observed·sma.ll CGntral residual intensities of absorption llnes(a.ccording to the th(.;ovy of

coherm!t scatte:r!ng this ,tGent:ral intensity should vanish) .

the noncoherent p$;t:t of elllission in the trans,fer

~:.;quation

has been attributed to tho so called average intensity
J(t). ~"or the act.ual aolut.LJn of the problem, hO'Wever;

J(tJt has . been appro~imated by different authors in. di~"'-ferent ·

_t·rays to explain tha wings of n line·~ \.fe consider two forms
.
. ·(3"') X.
.
(~)
~iven by G:eovenelli
and by Das Gupta
.. and get the

residual intensities for the two cases using Eddington's
approximat$ method. Line contours of solar Ce K line calculated with these solutions have been plotted. Tho graphs
a.hovJ certt:1in interesting features ..
The equation of

·~rartsfer

using Eddington • s approxlmation. This
-

'

is o.ftan solved by
approxim~\tion.,
.

however, introduees unavoidable err·ors to a certain degree.

Eddington gave another appeoxima.tion known
E+J:rmJendcd appl"Oximation,
.f(t) a

1/g(t) •

can be used for
w~

~e
th~

wlle~e

-r.'!S

gddington'n

he int-roduced a new function

To show how thist ammended approx!mat;ion
solution of cov:1plex transfer equation

have solved the trapsfor equation £or completely

noncoherent scatteritig with the form o.f g(t) given by
(6)

Bohm-Vltense
observed ones.

.

.

and obtained improved results

.

c~oser

to

